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.• ,£ ZEN·MEANS,
NEVER,;'F'OLL'OW' THE TEACHER'

The following exchange is from a lively panel discussion August 2nd during the School
Congress of the Kwan Um Zen &:.11001, between Zen Master Seuhg Sahn, who is ad
dressed as "Soen Sa Nim" by his students, 'his six American Master Dharma Teachers,
and students in the audience, There was· a preliminary discussion of why most oj the
KUZS chants are in Korean and. not.chanted in English. Soen Sa Nim pointed out that
having a .universal language for the chantingmakes it possible to have a unified style

.

within the School, which. nowhas'groups in sellen countries outside North America.

Masier ·lJharma Teacher Richprd Shrobe moderated the- discussion.

• •. � • ". '.'.. ..�. •.• • • * • '. .. .:� .:..;:,..,* • •
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K�n Kessel: [a S�nior, Dharma teacher and a director of Chogye International Zen Cen
ter}: This is a.question fer both ·teael:leFs and students, A.ll of. us=maybe new students'
more than older students-lend 'to idealize the 'teachers and to have very high
expectations 'of them., flow can we help people to not do that so much?

.

George:Bowman '[Master Dharma-Teacher]: .Beingin a-teaching capacity, I have always
·
felt-ever since ..

SSN put. me in that 'positiqn�t:hat somehow I have' an obligation (I
don't know if that's the right word, butl can't think of another) to practice much hard
er. To he put in -that position basically made me examine myself more and want to

practice much harder than'I had before. Initially it was kind of an embarrassment. I felt
extremely shy and unprepared, but now I don't feel that way. Now I feel quite comfort
able and enjoy doing it, but all the same.J have the sense all the time of a certain obliga
tion to practice harder than other people, because of where I find myself.
Richard Shrobe [Master Dharma. Teacher]:
My attitude is a little different. I'm a stu

dent just like .:everyone. else; perhaps' I'm
older and more experienced student,' but ne-

�-vert.heless a student. That's the' general place
·

I try 'to come froni, If someone has a need
to see a teacher (whether it's me or someone

, else) as special, that may be their particular
\n�ed for the moment and it might be useful
for them at that time; but I don't feel

obliged to be anything other than whom I
· am and how I see myself.
Mu Deung Sunim [a monk and Master
Dharma Teacher): When I lead retreats or

am supposedly acting in a teaching capac
ity, I try to feel very close with people. You
said "students," so I'll use that word, but I
try not- to let myself think of someone as a

student, but more as my friend, someone

who maybe needs something, so how can I

help you? I like being warm and close when
anyone comes [to me], but my idea is not so
much wanting to teach something, but
more wanting to help somehow, in what-

experiences and sharing that. It's a wonder
ful reciprocal relationship, and it's fairly
simple and straightforward.' S-u I �per
ience another situation, living in a commun

ity with a lot of people and being Abbot of
the School, and having people look at you.
If you 'come to work one day feeling "Oh
my god," people wonder what's going on

and j"f you really want to do this and wheth
er it's important.
That happens to me sometimes. You get

these expectations because you're working
with people and living with them all the
time. Also if I'm having a tough time, peo
ple wonder what my role as teacher is or

should be. Some days you have an off day
and -you end up doing that in a fishbowl
with a whole lot of people. It's wonderful in
some ways, because you can't hide anything
and so you get great feedback about how
clear you are, but there's also some unreal
istic pressures that I often feel. We have
various projects and everyone sees how

•
.l-;.

ever way comes out.

"Following the teacher means [following] the out

side form. If you do that, you will never get
enlightenment. \

much enthusiasm I, have for them. I'm not

singling myself out, because we all look at

each other in that way, but if you take on'

some roles like that [Abbot Or teacher),
then you end up having expectations on

you. I feel a fair amount of pressure some

times from those roles.
Just doing a retreat for a weekend where

a whole bunch of people have come togeth
er and want to sit and share interviews and
koan practice and. Dharma talks, that's a

wonderful sharing experience and not too

complicated.
.'

Soen Sa Nim: What was the point of that
question?
Richard Shrobe: Sometimes students see

the teacher as higher, the student as lower,
and how do we as teachers handle that?
Does it bother us or not, do we take advan

tage of that?
Lincoln Rhodes [Master Dharma Teacher];
This is making kind of an artificial distinc
tion perhaps, but I've experienced different
roles as a teacher. Sometimes when I've

gone to another Zen Center like Berkeley,
where I don't go very often, there's a won

derful interest in hearing about and practic
ing Buddhism, people wanting to hear your

BUDDHISMAND QUAKERISMMEETat Temenos, a retreat and workshop
center in Shutesbury, Massachusetts. Story on Page 8.
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NEVER FOLLOW
THE TEACHER

Soen Sa Niin: Yes, those arenot Zen stu

dents. Only chanting and praying students.
The Western mind is dependent on some

thing, wants something from the outside.
The Oriental mind wants something from
the inside, so they don't like interviews.
American students like interviews.
Diana Clark [a Senior Dharma Teacher and
founder of Empty Gate Zen Center): I get
two messages from what you say: one is,
become independent. The other is, with the
structure we have, anytime the teacher is
correct, the student is not' correct. So we

··must bow and have 'this form where the'
teachers always have the answers. When
students come, "You don't k n ow

anything." That's not equality. This both

ers me a lot, not so much with you, SSN,
but with the Master Dharma Teachers.

Maybe it bothers me because it's [my) jea
lousy, but it's the set-up, where they have

the answers and we don't. It gets in my

way, this hierarchy, this high and low. We

say we don't believe in it, but it's there in
our whole School.

.

Soen Sa Nim: So that's Western mind. In
China or Korea, if you meet a Zen Master

and-get a hwa-tu [kong-an), then it may be
many years before you meet again. Some
day-blam!-get enlightenment, then visit

Ellen Sidor [editor of PRIMARY POINT):
Line, you're one of the few Master Dharma'
teachers w.ho takes a heavy administrative
role. That's one of the big differences be-.
tween the Korean' tradition and our tradi
tion. I wonder if among the six of you,
there's some direction of separating those
roles, which seem to have created a lot of
frustration.

Lincoln Rhodes: That was true for SSN
.

too, because he did that [both teach and ad
minister] for a long time. It would be won
derful if those roles could be separated. I'm

\
.

all for it. .
.

Soen Sa Nim: In Korea, there's a kind of
Zen student called "un sui," which means'

.

cloud and water, 'a kind of hippie monk.

They live in a very 'interesting way.' They
never think about their teacher as being'
high and themselves as being low" or wheth-

·

er someday 'they will become a great Zen·

Master. They become completely indepen-
.

/

_q�nt��:·J.1P sui" me�n� no hindrance ..);pey �
'sit together and then finish, �ut don't bow ,

to others or to'fhe Zen Master. .

.

Hut if you have a Zen Center, there are .:
rules. If you go to one, you must follow the-.:.

.rules, that's very important. "Un sui"
don't follow the rules and they don't re

spect teachers or Buddha or anything. Our NeilPregozen, NewHaven Zen Center

"If you depend on something, then high and low

appear. Ifyou believe in something, there is no high
or low."
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School style means a lot ofchanting. But in' the Zen Master. Not believing in the Zen

Korea in the morning, monks only bow six' Master and not depending on the Zen Mas
times and in the evening, that's all. No' ter are different,- ok? If you believe in the

.

1-
chanting, When it's sitting time, if they're Zen Master, then you are not dependent on
very sleepy, they go and take a cold shower,. the Zen Master. If you depend on some

, then come in and sit again. They completely thing, then 'high and low appear. If you be- .

.
.become independent. lieve in something, there is no high or low.' .;

So all the time I come here and talk about Even if you only meet the Zen Master one.
how you must become completely indepen- time, then go to the mountain for many

· dent, not depend on Buddha or a teacher or years, inside already you and the ZenMaster

anything. But some American students are are never separate, even if many years pass.
'

too dependent on teachers, so they have a
.

That's believing.
problem. Zen students must have a stronger If you depend on the, Zen Master, then
center. The Japanese style of Zen is very anytime you are checking something. "My

. different from the Korean Zen style. In Ja- teacher is correct or not correct. My teacher

panese style, the Zen Master is very high, very
..

'
is no good! Why doesn't my teacher love

, strong, and controls everything-"You do me?'" This style of mind appears. But if you
this, 'you do that!" like a samurai. The stu- believe in the Zen Master, you never check.
dent cannot do anything but only follow the Mang Gong Zen Master, Chu Sahn Zen

teacher. Master, sometimes did many strange ac-

In Korea, students never have interviews; tions, but their students never checked.
Many years pass without interviews. The

'.

them. "That's the Zen Master's job, not'
Zen Master and the student have no corn-. my job. I only believe him, I believe his

munication, maybe just a Dharma talk once' Dharma. I don't care about his actions, I
or twice, a month. At some Koreari Zen. only follow his Dharma." That is believing. i

Centers, there is no teacher contact at Kyol: If you depend on something, then this
Che (intensive meditation retreat time) ex-' . style of checking mind appears. "Why did

cept for an opening and closing Dharma.. he do this, why that?"
talk.. that's all. "What is my direction?" is' Richard Shrobe to Diana: When you say,
what is important. Making someone high or. teachers have the answers, are you talking
low is not necessary. The Buddha and I are about formal kong-an practice, or about

equal, the' Bodhisattvas and I are equal. . getting answers about "how to live my
This mind is very important.

.

life?"

Ken Kessel: We must be difficult (students], Diana Clark: It's the whole structure, from

because you want to teach us to become in- interviews to Dharma talks, where we must

dependent, but many of us'come to you and ask questions and the teacher is the one to
.

the other teachers and ask: "What shall I _

_

give the answer: If you challe�ge this, �ou�re :

do 'with my life? Tell me." Also because .: 'likely to get I?to trouble m certain In

you are a Korean monk, many Koreans" stance�_, Sometimes, but not always, be

come to you and ask you to do things for I .

cause itrs the form, we ask the question be

them. : cause we don't know, but the teacher

At the School Congress: I to r, SchoolDirectorRichard Streitfeld, Empty Gate
Zen CenterAbbot Jelf�i!!:��choolAbbotLincoln Rhodes.

hard time sometimes. which is good for me.
It's very humbling. As George said, it
makes me practice much harder. The more

that's expected from me, the harder I prac
tice. As far as koan practice goes, it's a

game. The teacher is given a stick and a bet
ter cushion or something-it's a set-up. It's
supposed to be. Traditionally it's always

,

been that way and if the teacher had a lot of
·

ego, it's going to be a big problem. If the
student has a lot of ego, that's a big pro-

·

blem too. But it's such a nice system, that
both egos appear and it [koan practice] can
be helpf�l to both people. _ ...

'

knows. That's just the way it is, and some

teachers handle it 'much differently than
others.

I guess my doctrine before Zen was much
more egalita-rian, where everyone had some

thing to offer. Then it was much more give
and take. But in our School the authority is
with the teachers. They have inga, they'
have all of the credentials, and we as stu

dents don't. I've obviously had my prob
lems about it, and I see that it's a lot of my
own ego. Why not rnet=-and all that. But
there's usually a grain of truth in there
somewhere. I think it's something that
doesn't work as well in the United States as

'

it perhaps does in the Orient.
Soen Sa Nim: I think that being a Zen stu

dent means first, it's very important that
your-direction becomes clear. Why do you

practice? If this practicing is only for me,
'then I'll have a big problem. But if the
direction of my practice is not only for me;
but'for.orher people, than-even if I have a ,

problem, it's, not a problem. Also the teach':
er and me, no problem. The teacher an-

.

sweringquestions is no problem. But if my
direction is not clear, then problems always

.

appear because checking mind appears:
checking me.ichecking- the teacher.

Sometimes the question is not clear. Even
if the teacher gives a good answer, the ques
tioner cannot get it into his head. Or even if
he can take it in, he is not able to do it: He
understands it's the correct way, but cannot
do it. If yOU� di�eciion is not clear, your
practicing is not clear. If your practicing is
not clear, then you still have your karma. If

you still have your karma, even if your un
derstanding is the same as Buddha's, your

Jan Sendzimir, Gainesville Zen Circle

I always ask students, "Please, come ask
me a question, any kind of. koan or any

thing." The older students I tell, "Hit me,
try to hit me." Often they do and I can't
answer a koan and that's wonderful, be
cause then I have some work to do for when

they come in the next time. I have ego, stu-
.

dents have ego, and that's just more fruit to
work with. Sometimes it's a bad feeling.

· But if we're both practicing "What is
this?" then it's usually worked out.

Jacob Perl [Master Dharma Teacher]: I

have limited experience, also a little differ

ent experience. Primarily I've been teaching
in Poland, not so much in the United.
States. In the United States, I think people
have a very realistic idea of what a teacher

is, that a teacher. is just human and not real-
· ly.different from anyone else. As Richard

pointed out, weare students. I think for the
most part people do understand that.

What I find in Poland is that it looks like

people there' idealize the teacher because

they have so much respect. But a teacher
does not have to be. a Master Dharma

Teacher. When any senior student goes to

Poland, he/she will be personally treated
with as much respect as a Master Dharma
Teacher or Soen Sa Nim or another teacher

who has come to visit. So I have not found
it [overdependence on a teacher) to be a

problem for the most part. Some people do
come with questions about their life or try
to show something where they are depen
dent on a teacher. But with the kind of

·

teaching we have in our School, most of us
: throw [the question] right back at the per-

· son and have them deal with their problem
· and take responsibility for their own life .

Opportunity for any kind of abuse exists
on both sides, and it's not the fault of the
set-up. The opportunity exists no' matter

what set-up you will have.

1 "Zen students must have a stronger center.
"

.- actioniSthe same as a dog'S: "Yes, I under- .

-,

stand everything, but I cannot do
anything." Many desires appear, anger ap
pears. Anger is no good, but it appears. De
.sire is not good, but it appears. What can

you do?
That is what happens when your direc

tion is not clear and you are not practicing
strongly. So it's very important for a Zen
student's direction to be clear. Why do you

: practice? In America, there are many kinds
. of meditation. 'Zen meditation mean's com
pletely, 100% I am Zen student. Maybe one

.

minute afterwards, a mistake, but now my
,

direction is that. Mistake, make correct.
Another mistake, again correct. That's a .

very important point.

Dennis Duermeier [director of Kansas Zen

Center): Thinking about what .SSN said, I
think that any hierarchy__!_hat's here has

Q: I want to ask the Master Dharma Teach-
.

ers if they feel the students depend on them
..

too much.
.

Barbara Rhodes {Master Dharma Teacher]:
I feel fortunate because most of the people
I'm with are the same age as I amor not

.

.

. .

'. ....

.. that much younger and they give me i real ��., ,- ._,�a_r�Houghton, Cambridgean Center
.J _ .... - .... � \

-
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ZenMaster Seung Sahn
,

been put here by us as students and as

Americans, because if we hadn't put SSN
up in front of the room where he is now,
he'd still be washing clothes in a laun
dromat. [SSN's first job in this country
when he came in 1972]. He didn't come here
and say, "Well, I'm a great 'Zen Master.
I'm here to teach you all and you should all

worship me." He was washing clothes and
we all put him in that position [in front of

tile room] so that he would teach us. So if
there's any hierarchy here or any pedestal
'action 'going on, it's clearly the fault of the
students and not the teachers.
From what George said, he felt it was

,

easier on us than him. I don't think anyone

'sitting up there feels superior at all or is try
ing to lord it over anyone, or feels that
he/she has any authority or even truth that
isn't available (0 everyone. I'm sure that if I
sat for 50 years, I could figure out.all these
things for myself, but it's just easier to have
someone smoothing the way for me. That's
probably the best way to look at it, [that
we're] just trying to learn from someone,
not because they're better than you but be
cause maybe they can help you out.

* ,* * * * * * * * * * * * * -*�

Q: Being a new student, I have experienced
at least three of the Master Dharma
teachers at the table [here tonight] and ob
viously personality has something to do
with the teacher's teaching style. But as I've
encountered each teacher, they have always
made me think of what 'SSN has said,
"Why do you practice?" They have always
'turned my questions around to make me

deal with my own problems. No teacher has
ever sat up like a Buddha and said, "I have
-the answers." My experience at Chogye [In- I
ternational Zen-Center] in New York has
been that even some of the older students
have helped me and I look up at some of
'them as my teachers. Because of their ex

perience as Dharma Teachers and just being
in the School over a period of time, they
have helped me make my direction a bit
clearer.
But I also have the feeling-and I'd like

to know how you feel about it-that when
you're put in the position of Dharma

Teacher or head teacher, that you do have
some kind of responsibility to be like a role
model. How could I follow or be part of the
organization if the teachers didn't do some

thing to make me respect them? One of the

things that attracts me to this School is that
when we have a Yong Maeng Jong Jin [re
treat], I see the Dharma Teachers getting up
with their legs falling asleep just like mine. I
used to think, "He's a Master Dharma
Teacher, he doesn't have pain!" (laughter)
"He's a Master Dharma Teacher, he can sit
for hours without being bothered." But as
the teachers have explained to me, they're
going through the same things that I am,
they've just been at it longer. That makes
me respect them and look at them as role
models.
Soen Sa Nim: There are other kinds of
schools and their studies are different. Usu
ally studying means following the teacher.
But Zen means, never follow the teacher. If
you don't, more is able to come in. Follow
ing the teacher means [following] the out

side form. If you do this, you will never get
enlightenment. Come inside. Always come

in, again in. Breathe inside. Then under
stand: there is no inside, no outside.
"Older students are my teacher" is correct
but if your direction is clear, not only older
students but good and bad and everything is
your teacher. I f your direction is not clear,
then even if Buddha appears, he could not

be your teacher.
Jacob Perl: I'd like 'to mention one inci
dent. Soen Sa Nim, maybe you remember
one time wc were driving to the airport and
I turned to you and said, "You know many
ti�es I didn't like you." You answered, "I
know that." Then I said, "But I never

doubted your teaching. I never thought that
I wan led another teacher or another teach
ing." It's true. Many things I didn't like,
but I always believed in this teaching and
this direction.
BernealWilliams [Head Dharma 'reacher at
Cambridge Zen Center]: It's so amazing
that this practice works. It's usually in spite
of me. I didn't know very much about Zen

" and I just started sitting and liked it, got ad
dicted to it. So when I have questions about
practice or' whatever, I turn to people. Re
cently, there are people, that I've gotten to

know pretty well and they know me pretty
well, and I ask them questions when I just '

Darek Gorzuwski, Lublin Zen Center

"It's very important for Zen students' direction to
. ?"be clear. Why do you practice;

Tony Sager, Providence Zen Center

'wimt to talk with somebody' I respect. I've
never felt.any of them put themselves up on

a pedestal. They're human. They're out

there and that's what makes this whole
,:
thing much more livable.
If I had someone as a teacher whom I

idolized, I couldn't stand it. I've made so

many mistakes by this age that I'm just full
of holes and if I had a teacher way up there
on a pedestal, I couldn't take it. It makes it
wonderful to me that my teachers ani hu
man and loving and make mistakes, pull
themselves back up and keep trying. They,
say the same thing to me, "Make a mistake,
make correct." It makes a big difference.
BuTI know it's dangerous to go to SSN and
say you have a problem, because you know

'

he's going to tell you to either to do 3000
bows a day or chant Kwan Seum B_osal
(laughter) and he won't tell you what to do.
Q: I wanted to ask George if he felt people
were too dependent on him.

,

George Bowman: I don't feel that way at

all. If anything, it a little bit of the opposite. '

: This has been my life for 18 years and if

3
, anything, my sense of interviews is that it's
,

really a practice of sharing how things are

for you in that moment. When people come

to me andhave a so-called interview, I al

ways feel that I'm having an interview every
bit as much as they are.

What I want to do is examine as clearly
and precisely and in an unbiased way what
it is that is really going on. In other words, I
want to give my best self to that moment,
when people come in. I hope that we meet
in that way, and I think it's important. That
moment is a special moment, in a sense. I
would hope that'people would come in with
that same spirit of "Let us meet and share
our practice, share that which in a sense is
the best in us, or that which really wants to

inquire into what's going on in this mo

ment." That's what ,I think interviews are

about, not so much having good answers to
,

koans.
As far as I'm concerned, it would be

,

wonderful practice to spend your whole life
on one koan. "What is this?" (hits the

table)-you could spend your whole life on

that. So it's not so much an issue for me of
. passing lots of koans or thinking that I have

,

an answer to them, but of coming together
and examining what's goingon in as clear a

,

way as possible. Some people don't take it
very seriously. Maybe I take' it too

seriously.
.

* * * * * * * * * *.* * * * *

Jan Sendzimir· [a Senior Dharma Teacher
and founderof She:'Gaines�ille Zen .Circle]: I
In Gainsville. I invited a doctor-friend of

'� � . :. . f �. t
.

DennisDuermeier, Kansas Zen Center
. .

.

"Soen Sa .Nim: When a Master Dharma
; Teacher grows up, he/she becomes a Zen

I Master. I've already told everybody why we

'are chanting Korean style. I only under
,

stand Korean style, I don't understand Jap-
anese or Indian or American style. I still
don't understand English. So how can I
teach English? So, when a Master Dharma
Teacher grows up, then he/she gets trans-

.

mission, becomes a Zen Master, then a new

: school appears. Following the Kwan Urn
Zen School is not necessary. If you become

,

a Ze� Master, then making your school is
. no problem. Then, all translation is Zen
Master style. I came here to the United
States and this is my style, ok?

Diend Clark, Empty G�te Zen Center
• >'. ,,' .'

'

So you' must soon get enlightenment;' be
come a great Zen 'Master. Then' no

problem.
,

Richard Streitfeld: That means there can't
be much change until that happens.
'Soen Sa Nim: Changing, not changing,
that's Zen Master's idea. Changing is ok,
not changing is ok. Already if you become a

Zen Master, becoming your school is pos
sible. That's Korean style, which means;
never follow your teacher's 'style. In Japan"

.... 'tradition isvery strong: Bu't'in'Korea; rriay-'
be five' different Zen Masters, all different
styles -. Borr{ the same, but different style,
teaching: 'Sometimes in Korea chanting
styles are also different. When a great.
American Zen .Master appears, changing
everything is no problem. Transmission is
no problem.

"I'm sure ifIjust satfor 50 years, I couldfigure out
all these thingsformyself, but it's just easier to have
someone smoothine the way.

"

mine to a practice session and he refused to
chant. He said, "1 don't know what these
chants are saying. Only one of them is
translated into English. This might be black
magic or maybe bad language. I don't want
to say these things." It make be think that
the chants would be more enjoyable and
meaningful with a simple English transla
tion, perhaps on a different page, that
would make them less of a barrier to peo
ple. We could still chant them in Korean to

make them universal but we would also be
able to understand the content of the sutra.

Lincoln Rhodes: We have translations of all
the chants except the Great Dharani, which
is like a mantra and has no translation.
Some of them are in bad shape and are not
so readable. They actually cause a 10,t of
thinking, if you read them.

"

Q:' Especially new people when they first
come to the Zen Center, they want to see

,,'J

the translations. We have some of the old

chanting books which used to have the
translations. It would be helpful when we

reprint the chanting books, to include them
'

again.
Q: It would cause no more thinking' than.
koans do, when you first read them: It's a

teaching. The sutras must be saying some

thing good, but you don't have to be at
tached to it.
Soen Sa Nim: Chanting is only chanting.
Only do it. In the future, maybe all will be
translations. Now, it's a little difficult. The
Master Dharma Teachers still need to grow
up.
Ri'chard Streitfeld [director of the Kwan

, Urn Zen School): What do you mean when
. you say that? They look very grown up to
me.

Richard Shrobe: When I.first started prac
ticing, we had these old chanting booklets"
with a translation, and then when we re

printed, them, a decision was made not to
include them. Maybe it wasn't the right de
cision, maybe we're reevaluating that right
now, but it was a decision to leave them out

because we felt people got distracted by.
that. Maybe it would be better to have'
chanting books with translations so that
people could know what they're chanting
and then could chant 100%.
Richard Streitfeld: The 10,000 Eyes and
Hands Sutra is heavy duty, even if people
really like chanting. It's very strong, very

.
religious.

Q: It would be distracting if we put the
translations side by side. Perhaps we could
put them in back of the chanting book.
Q: It seems to me that we set things up so

that all the Master Dharma Teachers and
Zen centers do have to follow a style, and
it's a wonderful style. But In some ways it
does seem LO Ioster

,

a fear of being
,

different, creative and original. Maybe Zen
:is not about beingdifferent, creative and'

original. I find the chants difficult. I've
spent two years trying to, figure out how to

chant them and 1 still have trouble.
There's a therapeutic tradition of finding

your own sound. What do you think about
that? I think a lot of people have a certain
fear of healing themselves. 1 experience that
myself. 1 think Korean chanting fosters a

certain sterility, a fear of being creative.
Lincoln Rhodes: All the things you' said
about finding your own sound and being
creative and wonderful, and there's plenty

iof places that encourage you to dQ that and
" "

.

Continuedon page 12
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that's their teaching. But.there's one pan of
Zen teaching that isn't exactly the same as

that. I'll give you an exaggeration. You
could pick a completely different form,
where you get up at 8 o'clock and watch TV

f'or two hours, then go out and water ski for
a 1 hour, then jog for 45 minutes, then YOLI
shout. You could pick a form and a

schedule, exactly the one that YOLI like and
then do it every day, year in, year out.. You
would get sick of all kinds of pans of it and
want new and creative things, so it would be
wonderful.
But the 'pan of this training that's

different from that is to pick something and

just do it, then watch. See your mind. Some

days it likes it, some days it doesn't. Some
days it wants to be somewhere else, or

asleep. Some days it's boring .sorne days
it's incredible. See this mind, ok? If we

keep changing [our schedule) every time our
mind changes, we don't see that. That's the

point of using some technique, some form,
as a tool. The form isn't magic or special.
People aren't afraid of changing [the
form], it's just [about) using the form.
Soen Sa Nim: An eminent teacher once

said, "At the end of this world, demon is
strong, Dharma very weak." So demon
mind and Dharma mind, two minds. Now

they are the same strength. Only if you have
a try-mind will demon mind be weak. I I' you
have no try-mind, the demon mind will
control the Dharma mind. So for a student,
having a try-mind is very important.
Mistake, doesn't matter. Only make
correct. Try, try, try. If you always have a

try-mind, then the demon mind cannot

work. The moment try-mind disappears,
soon this demon will appear. So an eminent
teacher said,' "Always try." That's very
important nowadays. I

2,000 or 3,000 years ago there weren't as

many human beings. I often talk about this.
Now there are almost 5 billion people.
Where does all this new consciousness come
from? There are too many human beings.
In Buddhism we talk about samsara.

Human beings are bad animals. They kill

many t ish and animals. Then these fish and
animals become human beings. Human

beings become animals. This is samsara.

One person kills many animals, so many
animals become human beings. More and
more human beings appear. Their outside
form is human, but their consciousness is
animal. Everyone has some animal

consciousness, but how much? 80070? 90%?
How much is human, has human nature?
So if you have no try-mind, this animal
consciousness pushes away human
consciousness. Now much human being
action is animal action-"only me, only me"

only me." "Only me" means like and
dislike mind is very strong. Taking away
like and dislike mind means taking away
animal mind, then hyman nature will ap
pear. Human nature' means love, compas
sion and equality, peace mind. So if you are

Zen studerit, have a try-mind. Come here,
practice, that's woriderful.

,

I f you see this society, you see that people
in their whole life never think "What am
I?" All the time, they wake up,\ desire,
anger, then sleep. Again wake up, want

something, attached to something, for their
whole life. Many people live like this, all the
time in their like-dislike mind. That's
animal 'mind: How is' animal mind and'
human mind different?
So having a try-mind is very important.

Lazy mind. appears, then soon we try again ...
Desire mind appears, then soon try-mind. '

Anger mind appears, soon try-mind. Then '.

anger and desire minds .will rest, rest, rest.
Like a�d dislike mind will go dbwn, down,

.
,

·PERCEIVE
WORLD
SOUND

down. Then your center will become strong
and everyt hing will be no problem. Thars
all.

CLASSIFIED ADS
THE TAOIST
I CHING

STAFF NEEDED FOR SOUTHERN
DHARMA RETREAT CENTER, ;
meditation center in the Smoky Mountains.
Excellent opportunity to help a growing
Dharma center, Positions of overall
manager, office manager, and cook/kitchen
manager available. Compensation includes
room and board, health insurance and a

small stipend. Prefer people who have a

regular meditation practice. For more

information or for a retreat schedule, contact
Southern Dharma, Rl. I, Box 34H, Hot

Springs, NC 28743, (704) 622-7112.

MODERN HAIKU: Foremost international

English-language haiku journal, 18th year, 80
pages. Haiku, articles, book reviews. "Best
haiku magazine in 'North America."
-Museum of Haiku Literature, Tokyo. Fur
ther information: P.O. Box 1752, Madison,
WI 53701.

.
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Translated by Thomas Clearv. Published bv
Sliambhala Publications, B�slon and Lo,;
don, 1986. 333 pages. Paperback. $9.95.

Reviewed by Maynard Silva

First, a multiple choice question:
The I Ching is:

Deep Brown Portrait Against
Red Lakota Sioux Pattern

onTan

HOPI BIRD
MANDALA BODDHIDHARMA

B'lack & Red on Whiie Three-Color
on WhitpBrick Red on Tan

.

>-

$9
Ord,rin!llnfo: Indicate size; S,M,L,XL.

, � All shirts SO/50. Add $1.25 to price of shirt
o ea. for postage & handling. Make checks

S.nd ••"••dd,.••ed,lI.mped
,

payable to: New Age Graphix'
.n.,.,_ 'o,c""011 0' '184 Cypress St., Providence, Rhode Island

...ddltlef & H."••A_c.n 1M,,,,,, 02906 Allow .I·Ii weeks deliverv.

ZEN CHANTING
Zen Master Seung Sahn and his students have created a masterpiece of:
sound-clear and' profound chanting that cuts through our thinking minds to stillness
and compassion. This tape includes the morning and evening bell chant and regularly
practiced chants professionally recorded at Sprague Hall, Yale University.

Copies of these high quality tape� are available at $10,95 each and can be ordered by writing to
the New Haven Zen Center. 193 Mansfield St., New Haven. CT 06511. Connecticut residents
Should add a 70.0 sales tax, Shipping is free,

I
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I a) a Chinese Ouija board

b) Confucius' diary
c) Three coins in a fountain
d) chopped tofu
Now, true or false: I'd really like to read a

three hundred page book that could help
me relate my practice to daily life.
No matter what you chose on the first

question, the second question applies here.
The Book of Changes is a document of

great depth and wide scope, one that has

proven the timelessness of its value. It has

already reached into Western culture in a

subtle way. Thomas Cleary's work with the
I Ching is a solid addition to the Book of
Changes' western foray.
There are two obstacles which any work

of Oriental philosophy confronts when in
troduced to Westerners. First, of course, is

language, Secondly, there is commercial
ism. The I Ching has suffered from both,
mutating into various bastardizations such
as "The I Ching Coloring Book" and the
"I Ching Guide to Romance." Fortunately,
Cleary's new book takes a new approach
which neatly surmounts both obstacles.
Instead of retranslating yet again the

'same texts, or plagiarizing the most com

mon translations, this book focuses on the
work of one comparatively recent Taoist

Adept. The result is a freshness and vitality
that I, personally, haven't experienced since
my first introduction.' Liu l-Ming was a

Taoist teacher versed in Buddhism and
Confucianism. He wrote his I Ching in

1796, "as a guide to comprehensive self
realization while living an ordinary life in
the world." The language of the book is
clear, stripped of any hocus-pocus, yet
without becoming abbreviated or watered
down.
The other major difference is the down-

- play of divination. This is a book, not a

Ouija board. It is a guide to understanding
and living in this world, to be studied and

applied.
'

In short, here is a serious attempt to

make the I Ching available as a part of a

practice. It is a good introduction to the
newcomer and a worthwhile acquisition for
those of us with other translations.O
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TURN YOUR LIFE
. AROUND! .

ZEN MOUNTAIN MONASTERY'S

FALL INTENSIVE TRAINING:
"21 st CENTURY MIND"

DON'T JUST STUDY
BUDDHISM-LIVE IT!

Experiential Zen Training, as well as
the study of Buddhist philosophy
and its influence on the developing

21 st century.consciousness.
RESIDENCY TRAINING
($400/mo) INCUJDES:

Introduction to Zen Weekend
(Oct. 3-5, Nov.7-9), daily dawn and
evening Zen Meditation, daily
private Face-to-Face Teaching

with Zen Teacher John Daido Loori,
.

weekly Dharma Talks,
Dharma Combat, Monthly
week-long Intensive Zen

Meditation Retreats,and the
following weekend seminars:
"Hua Yen Philosophy"- Dr.
Peter Gregory (Oct. 17-19),

"Kyoto SchOOl of Philoaophy"
Dr. John Miraldo (Oct. 31-Nov. 2),
"True Dharma Eye"- Rev. John

Daido Loori (Nov. 14-16).
(Weekend seminars only: $125 ea;

lntro, to Zen Weekend only: $95.)
Contact:
ZEN MOUNTAIN
MONASTERY
Box 197P
Mt. Tremper, NY
12457
(914) 688-2228
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